
Back to Frank Black is a campaign built by fans of the hit FOX TV show Millennium to 
return the show's protagonist, criminal profiler Frank Black, played by Hollywood actor 
Lance Henriksen, to our screens. 

The campaign has support from throughout the entertainment industry and has active 
involvement from Lance Henriksen himself. Millennium producers Glen Morgan and 
James Wong support the campaign, and composer Mark Snow and director Tom Wright 
have regularly contributed to the campaign's content. Frank Black and Millennium's 
creator Chris Carter has told the campaign he'd be very interested in revisiting the 
character and the Millennium world, as has executive producer Frank Spotnitz. 

Other regular supporters of Back to Frank Black include the leading show's leading 
ladies, Kristen Cloke, Klea Scott, Sarah Jane Redmond and Megan Gallagher plus a 
range of entertainment specialists including acclaimed horror writer John Kenneth Muir, 
writer and producer Joe Maddrey and movie director Brett Hart.

All believe that Frank Black and his world have a place in the entertainment of today.
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BACK TO FRANK BLACK

Back to Frank Black started in 2007. After seeing Lance Henriksen, Chris Carter and 
Frank Spotnitz all highlight an interest in the character's return, fans of Millennium 
looked to support this call for Frank Black's return by launching a campaign to bring 
him back to the screens.

Back to Frank Black focuses on encouraging fans to speak up and show their interest in 
Frank's return. Back to Frank Black has been given coverage on national radio, 
magazines across the world, through horror conventions and a whole range of websites 
and blogs, all showing interest in the character's return.

www.BacktoFrankBlack.com reaches Millennium and Frank Black fans from all across 
the world. The largest proportions stem from the USA, Canada, England and Europe. 
Frank Black is a character that has international appeal.

The spin-off Millennium Group Sessions podcast has had a range of stars from the lead 
actors, producers and creators, to the guest stars, to people from the industry and 
fandoms. It is available on iTunes and as a iPhone app.

WHY FRANK BLACK?

Frank Black was a character that was unique to television, offering a protagonist that 
was arguably ahead of his time. He is one of the few mature and sensitive heroes 
television has to offer: a man exposed to the horrors of man and the prospects of evil 
itself as well as a loving father, and once devoted husband. 

He is a character that forces himself to face the bleak, daunting world around us, 
touches it, but never for glory or adventure, simply because its the only way he feels 
he can protect those who are special to us. Frank Black is a hero who coldly faces the 
horrors and threats but also embraces the love and the wonder to be found in our 
world. In these uncertain times, Frank Black is a hero that is as relevant now as he was 
a decade ago.
 

WHO IS LANCE HENRIKSEN?

Lance Henriksen (born May 5, 1940) is an American actor, painter, and potter. A 
versatile and prolific performer, his trademarks as an actor are his deep, gravelly voice, 
piercing stare and chiseled, weathered features. 

Lance has had an extensive career in film and television. He is famously known for his 
role as “Bishop” in Aliens.

Henriksen's performances on Millennium earned him critical acclaim, a People's Choice 
Award nomination for Favorite New Male TV Star, and three consecutive Golden Globe 
nominations for Best Performance by an Actor in a TV Series (1997-1999). 

Lance is the current voice of the Droid campaign for Verizon. 



Is there a market for Frank?

• Fans of both Millennium and Lance Henriksen are 
predominantly from eight of the largest cinema attending 
countries in the world.

• In 2009, a group of film investors contacted Lance Henriksen 
with the offer of a sizable investment in any future production 
that would spotlight Frank Black .

• Shows like Medium, Dexter, Criminal Minds and Supernatural 
are all current television productions that carry similar 
attributes to Millennium. Criminal investigation shows like CSI 
still remain popular as well indicating an interest in the 
themes that surround the character Frank Black.

• Lance Henriksen remains a very popular genre actor.  His 
movies have taken $2bn at the worldwide box office across his 
career.

• It would also appeal heavily to the 25-34 age group (particularly given the runaway 
success of the recent TV series, CSI), who account for 35% of all cinema-goers;   

• The primary target audience for the movie would be 35-65 year-olds who represent the 
fastest growing cinema-going and DVD-buying audience; 

• Support for The X-Files is still very strong and Millennium benefits from a crossover 
audience appeal due to the involvement of Chris Carter and Ten Thirteen Productions.

• Millennium was and remains very highly regarded in the industry.  During its time on the 
air, it garnered a number of awards and nominations, including the following:

• Three Golden Globe nominations for Best Performance by an Actor in a TV-Series – 
Drama for Lance Henriksen, one for every year the show was on the air

• A People’s Choice Award nomination for Favorite Television New Dramatic Series

• Four American Society of Cinematographers nominations for Outstanding Achievement in 
Cinematography

• Three Canadian Society of Cinematographers awards for Best Cinematography in a TV 
Series

• A Young Artist Award and three further nominations for Best Performance in a TV 
Comedy/Drama - Supporting Young Actress for Brittany Tiplady



How do I keep in touch with the Back to Frank Black campaign?

www.backtoFrankBlack.com
The home of Back to Frank Black. With archives, news access, media links and 
information about the campaign and how to take part.

Back To Frank Black News Blog 
The news blog. Updated frequently and the front line of the campaign. Accessible via 
our website or through blogger at bringbackfrankblack.blogspot.com.

Back To Frank Black at Facebook
Facebook is proving a busy and exciting community hub for the campaign where fans 
can interact with each other and follow the campaign events easily. 
http://www.facebook.com/pages/BacktoFrankBlack-Campaign/109517928483

Millennium Group Sessions Podcast at iTunes and on iPhones
Back to Frank Black's popular podcast is available at the iTunes store for FREE or on the 
iPhone via an exclusive app! Search for “backtofrankblack”

Back To Frank Black on Twitter
Back to Frank Black is also updated on the Twitter social network! Search for 
“back2frankblack”

CONTACT BACK TO FRANK BLACK:
All staff contact details can be found on the website, www.backtoFrankBlack.com

For all enquires email:
info@backtofrankblack.com

BacktoFrankBlack is co-managed by James McLean and Troy Foreman. 
To contact either specifically, mail:

Troy Foreman (US)
Skype: thadarksidevibe
Troy@BacktoFrankBlack.com

Jim McLean (UK)
Skype: jamessmclean
Jim@BacktoFrankBlack.com
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